Part 1 of the bibliography gives textbooks, readers, handbooks, and journals of interest. Part 2 is a highly select list of further readings that contribute important ideas to the field. A textbook of this scope naturally draws on the entire accumulated knowledge of the field, and it would be nigh impossible to trace the source of every idea covered.

Reviews known to this author are referenced in the textbook bibliography; Journal abbreviations are explained in the list of journals.

PART I: TEXTBOOKS, READERS, ETC.

INFORMATION STUDIES IN GENERAL

Annual Review of Information Science and Technology. White Plains, NY: Knowledge Industry Publications; 1966- (First edited by Cuadra, Carlos, then by Williams, Martha. Various publishers through its history.)—A basic work for keeping up to date and for reference.

Encyclopedia of library and information science./Kent, Allen, ed.; Lancour, Harold, ed. New York: Marcel Dekker; 1968-


These textbooks deal with all components of an information system. They include, but are not limited to, a treatment of information storage and retrieval. They emphasize bibliographic information systems.


**COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN ORGANIZATIONS**

These books usually present an introduction to three interrelated topics: the function of an information system in an organization, computer technology, and the handling of data by computers. They usually do not cover the structure of index languages.


libraries, from the point of view of automation. The treatment of technology is, of course, outdated.
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These books concentrate on information storage and retrieval, usually in the context of bibliographic systems. They often include substantial discussion of subject access, in particular the structure of index languages. Some of them concentrate on using computers for the more or less clerical functions of file building and maintenance and comparison/match.


ONLINE S
EARCHING

These books treat information storage and retrieval with emphasis on concepts and techniques for searching online data bases (usually bibliographic data bases).

AUTOMATED INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

These books, while often dealing also with other topics, emphasize automated methods for indexing and retrieval, drawing in particular on language analysis and probabilistic theories.


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
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**DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS**


**DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS**

These books concentrate on data schemas for formatted data and associated query languages. Many deal also with data structures and access methods that can be used to implement these schemata. Specific data base management software packages are also discussed. These books generally do not discuss the structure of index languages or rules for other entity types.
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**The Structure of Index Languages and Thesauri**


**JOURNALS**

ACM Transactions on Data Base Systems. 1976-
ACM Transactions on Office Information Systems. 1983-
Artificial Intelligence. 1970-
CH Choice. 1963-
Communications of the ACM 1958-
CR Computing Reviews. 1960-
Computing Surveys. The survey and tutorial journal of the ACM. 1969-
Drexel Library Quarterly. 1965-
PART 2

CHAPTER 1 INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR PROBLEM SOLVING


Notes

Bell Labs has programmed a computer to discover the shortest route from a house to a desired store and give directions on the terminal (ASIS Bulletin 1982.10: 10).
An example of a high-speed search device is the GESCAN 2. The machine can scan 2 Mbytes/second or 1,000 pages/second (1 page = 2,000 characters). It can search for four queries simultaneously (General Electric, Military and Data Systems Operations, Arlington, VA).

CHAPTER 2 THE NATURE OF INFORMATION
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Chapter 3 THE STRUCTURE OF INFORMATION

See also the textbooks on data base management and on artificial intelligence and the references given for Chapter 9. Also Jahoda 1980 listed for Chapter 17.


Chapter 4 THE INFORMATION TRANSFER NETWORK


>en, Thomas J. 1969.3; Cohen, St. I. *Information flow in R & D laboratories*. Administrative Science Quarterly. 1969.3; 14(1): 12—19.—Introduces the idea of technological gatekeepers. An earlier version published as a report (Cambridge, MA: MIT. Sloan School of Management; 1966. 26 pp.) is a better introductory reading, particularly since it traces the origin of the idea to previous research on two-step information flow in mass communication.


CHAPTER 5 THE STRUCTURE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Thomas, Robert J. 1982.9. Marketing research in the scientific and technical information services industry: development and future directions. JASIS. 1982.9; 33(5): 265-269.—This article contains many useful references.

CHAPTER 6 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The readings listed here may also contain relevant material for Chapters 7, 8, and 18. Conversely, the readings for Chapters 7, 8, and 18 deal with specific functions in systems analysis. See also the textbooks on information systems and on computerized information systems.

General Works on the Systems Approach and Systems Analysis


Systems Analysis in Libraries
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methods for Collecting Data and Analyzing and Designing Procedures


ost-Effectiveness and Cost-Benefit Analysis


perations Research and Use of Models


dquist, M. G. 1978.3. Growth dynamics of information search services. JASIS. 1978.3; 29(2): 67-76.—A good example of simulation as applied to information systems management, wherein the use of an online service is predicted as a function of public relations and quality of service.


HAPTE 7 A SSESSMENT OF USERS’ PROBLEMS AND NEEDS

The readings listed with Chapters 2, 4, and 6 may also contain relevant material.

eneral Readings


Guides for Information Needs and Use Studies


Results of Information Needs and Use Studies


McCann, Davis B. 1967. See Chapter 18.

Catalog Use Studies


Studies of Impact


Application of User Studies to System Design


CHAPTER 8 OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES
FOR ISAR SYSTEMS

Readings emphasizing the definition of objectives and performance measures are listed here. Readings that deal also with methods for measuring or testing are listed in Chapter 18. Further relevant readings can be found with Chapter 6.

Introduction


Sections 8.1 and 8.2. Definition of Performance Measures


Section 8.3 Testing versus Evaluation

“To test is not to evaluate” is a quotation from

Section 8.4 Relevance and Relevance Judgments

The references given with Chapters 2, 7, and 17 may also contain relevant material.

General Review Articles


On the Definition of Relevance


Usefulness of Relevance as a Concept


How People Judge Relevance
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CHAPTERS 9-11 DATA SCHEMAS AND DATA STRUCTURES

See also the textbooks on data base management.

CHAPTER 9 DATA SCHEMAS AND FORMATS

Section 9.1 Designing a conceptual schema

Section 9.3 Criteria for the Design and Evaluation of Data Schemas

CHAPTER 11 DATA STRUCTURES AND ACCESS

Section 11.1 Exploration of Data Structures

Articulated Indexes


The review itself is a brief introduction to PRECIS.


Section 11.4 The Concept of Order


**CHAPTERS 12—15 INDEX LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURE**

Xs is true for all parts of the book, much material can be found in the textbooks listed in Part 1. See also Chapter 7 references on studies of catalog use, Chapters 16-18 and Chapter 18, especially Fugman 1985.3.


CHAPTER 13 INDEX LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS

Section 13.2 The Role of the Index Language in Indexing

Moores, Calvin N. 1958; Brenner, C. W. A case history of a Zatocoding IR system. Casey, R. S., ed. 1958. Punched cards: their application to science and industry. 2. ed. New York, Reinhold; 1958: chapter 15, p. 340-356.—This is the seminal article on request-oriented indexing, called in the article “filtering technique”; the essential pages are 346-352.


CHAPTER 14 INDEX LANGUAGE STRUCTURE 1: CONCEPTUAL


Reports on Systems

The Semantic Code and Syntol are examples of methods for the representation of knowledge. Today’s systems could capitalize on the intellectual effort invested in them.


SECTION 14.5 Conceptual Analysis, Facet Analysis: Elaboration

Further relevant material is listed with Chapter 3.

Bibliography 415


Section 14.7 Concept Formation in Thesaurus Building

The quotations on cross-disciplinary concepts are from


CHAPTER 15 INDEX LANGUAGE STRUCTURE 2:
DATA BASE ORGANIZATION

See also references for Section 11.1.


CHAPTERS 16-18 ISAR SYSTEM OPERATION AND DESIGN

References on Automated Methods of Information Storage and Retrieval

These references go well beyond the text.

Knowledge-based approaches and language analysis

See the textbooks on artificial intelligence and expert systems and references with Chapter 3.

Probabilistic approaches

Some of these references deal with indexing, some with searching, and some with both, but they all use the same underlying ideas and it is, therefore, useful to put them together. See also the section on automated ISAR in the textbook bibliography and Salton’s work on SMART.


The following references describe a particular method of indexing and searching: human experts provide indexing using a controlled vocabulary or relevance judgments with respect to a query, respectively, for a training set. Analysis of these data yields associations between document terms (or other easily ascertained entity characteristics) and descriptors from a controlled vocabulary or between entity characteristics and queries. A program then uses these associations to infer from entity characteristics the appropriate controlled vocabulary descriptors or relevance judgments with respect to queries.


Robertson, Stephen E. 1976.5; Sparck Jones, K. *Relevance weighting of search terms.* JASIS. 1976.5; 27(3): 129-146.—A good summary of this area of research.


The SMART System

The SMART system is amply covered in books written or edited by Gerard Salton, some of them cited in the textbook bibliography. The following early references give a good idea of the conception and genesis of the system.


CHAPTER 16 INDEXING AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE


Machine-Assisted Indexing


Automatic Abstracting


Borkowski, Casimir 1975.3; Martin, J. Sperling. Structure, effectiveness, and benefits of LEX tractor, an operational computer program for automatic extraction of case summaries and dispositions from court decisions. JASIS. 1975.3; 26(2): 94-102.
Automatic Indexing: Syntactic Approaches

See also references given under automated information storage and retrieval earlier.


Borkowski, Casimir 1970.1; Cepanec, Louis; Martin, J. Sperling; Saiko, Virginia; Treu, Siegfried. Structure and effectiveness of the citation identifier, an operational computer program for automatic identification of case citations in legal literature. JASIS. 1970.1; 21 (1): 8-15.

Dunham, G. S. 1978.3; Pacak, M. G.; Pratt, A. W. Automatic indexing of pathology data. JASIS. 1978.3; 29(2): 81-90.—Uses SNOP, a faceted classification of pathology, as the target index language.

CHAPTER 17 SEARCHING

Textbooks


Articles on the Entire Scope of Chapter 17

Scheffler, F. 1972.1; March, Jacqueline; Bern ados, John. An experiment to study the use of Boolean NOT logic to improve the precision of selective dissemination of information. J ASIS. 1972.1; 23(1): 58-65.—Much broader than title indicates. Many good points on formulating queries for SDL.

Costs of Searching


Section 17.1.2 Develop the Query Statement

The references listed here deal with the reference interview.
Basic Works on the Reference Interview


Interviewing in General


Additional References


Section 17.2 Develop the Search Strategy


Section 17.2.4 Free-Text Searching

See also Chapter 18, other studies, Blair 1985.3.


Section 17.3 Execute the Search Strategy


Sections 17.5 Edit Search Results and Send Them to the User and 17.6 Check Whether the Answer Was Helpful (Evaluation 2)

Lancaster, F. Wilfrid 1970.9; Jenkins, Grace T. “Quality control” applied to the operations of a large information system. JASIS. 1970.9; 21(5); 370-371.

Section 17.7 Interaction

See also the references on search term weighting given earlier under automated information storage and retrieval and the references given in Section 17.3.


CHAPTER 18 DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

This listing emphasizes references that deal with methodologies for or results of testing the performance of information systems, especially their ISAR system component. References that emphasize objectives and performance measures are listed with Chapter 8. More comprehensive references are listed with Chapter 6.

Methodology for testing and evaluation


Swanson, Rowena Weiss 1975.5. Performing evaluation studies in information science. JASIS. 1975.5; 26(3): 140-156.

Reports on Actual Studies and Experiments in the Testing and Evaluation of Information Systems

Cranfield II and Related Studies

The Comparative Systems Laboratory at Case Western Reserve University

MEDLARS Evaluation

Retrieval Tests with the SMART System
See the books by Salton listed in Part 1 of the bibliography and references on SMART listed with chapters 16-18

Other Studies
McCarr, Davis B. 1967; Stein, Charles R. Intelligence system evaluation. Kent, A., ed. 1967. Electronic handling of information. Washington, D.C.: Thompson; London: Academic Press; 1967:109-122.—In addition to performing a retrieval experiment, this study looked at the incremental value of the information system studied over other information sources consulted by its users in terms of additional relevant documents found and in terms of additional substantive data gleaned from such documents.
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Design Characteristics of Information Systems

Fugman, Robert 1985.3. The five-axiom theory of indexing and information supply. JASIS. 1985.3; 36(2): 116-129.—A good summary of ISAR principles with a view to design.
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automated, 417
request-oriented, 236
Access, see also Data structure to documents, type of information service, 18-19
in grouped files, 303
index language display, 312-322
physical, to documents or other entities, 34, 45
Access points, 56
number, related to degree of order, 199-200
Achievement by user, impact of ISAR system, 110-113
ACM Transactions on Data Base Systems, 404
ACM Transactions on Office Information Systems, 404
Acquisition of entities, 43-47, 118
of needs, see Need(s)
of reference tools, 109
Active recognition of needs, see Professional responsibility
Actual exhaustivity of indexing, 330
Actual specificity of indexing, 331
Adaptation of search strategy to search requirements, 131; see also Interaction
Aggregate performance measures, not suitable for evaluation, 389-390
AI, see Artificial intelligence
Allocation of resources, see Resource allocation
Alphabetical index of thesaurus, use in indexing, 238
Amount of information per entry, data structure parameter, 195-196, 202
cost, 203-204
and specificity of descriptors, 242
Analysis of entities, see Indexing
AND, logical operator, 165-169
And in natural language, ambiguity, 168-169
Annual Review of Information Science and Technology (ARIST), 399
Answer quality, see Search requirements
Anticipated queries, see Request orientation; Request-oriented indexing
Appropriateness of answer to user’s background, see User, background
Archives, subject requests, 101-102, 372-373
ARIST (Annual Review of Information Science and Technology), 399
Arrangement, collocation, grouping, see also Classified catalog; Data structure of descriptors, of index language,
254-256, 262, 317-322
headings for arrangement, 285
importance for checklist technique of indexing, 234, 285
linear sequence with cross-references for hierarchy display, 254-256, 262, 317-322
of entities (Shelf arrangement), 55, 291-303
access advantages, 242-243, 303
vs. description, 303-305
index language design, disadvantages, 227-228
indexing process, disadvantages, 229-229
and precombined descriptors, 291-299
principles, 203, 303
request-oriented, 303
role of hierarchy, 247, 253, 256, 262
and specificity of descriptors, 242-243
use in interaction, 372, 376
Articulated index, 413; see also Chain index; PRECIS; Relative index
Artificial intelligence (AI), 5-7, 402-403, 404; see also Expert systems
Artificial Intelligence, 404
Assembling data for output, analysis of data structures, 173-195
Assembling system rules and specifications systems analysis function, 79-79
systems analysis phase, 83-84
Assessing search results, see Search results, assessing
Assessment of needs, see User needs, study Assistance to user in making relevance judgments, see Professional responsibility
Associative relationships (Related Term; RT), 256; see also Concept relationships
vs. hierarchical relationships, 291-292
Auditing current status, systems analysis function, 76-77
Author's vocabulary, 238, 248
Authority list for entity identifiers, see Control, of entity identifiers
Authorized entity identifier, 62
Automated catalog of courses, systems analysis, 80-83
Automated abstracting, 417
Automated encyclopedia, 405
Automated indexing, 415
probabilistic approaches, 415-416
syntactic approaches, 418
Automated information storage and retrieval, 402, 415-416
Automation, office, 401, 404
Autonomous subdivision, hierarchical relationship, 264, 270
Auxiliary message, 36
Availability of information, component of search image, 344
Background knowledge, see Previous mental image
Background of user, see User, background
Batching queries, 52-53, 225-226
Benefits, see also Cost-benefit analysis derived from an answer, 114-115
vs. performance of an information system, 90-91
Bias from request orientation, 232-233
Bibliographic data base, bibliography, 207-208
in-house, 80-82
input format, 154-155
record format, 160-161
output format, 160-162
Bibliographic information system, 5
Binary relation, see Dyadic relation
Book indexing, 63-64
Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT), 165-171
Boundaries of a system, 73
Breakdown (functional, organizational) of a system, 50
Broad classes, high precombination, example, 299-302
Broad concept, new, introduction, 283-285
Broader Term (BT), 253; see also Hierarchical relationships, hierarchy
Browsing, use of relationships, 373; see also Interaction
BT, see Broader Term
Building the data base, ISAR process, 153
Card catalog, example of data structure, 193-193, 412
Case Western Reserve University, Comparative Systems Laboratory, results of ISAR experiments, 421
Catalog, 56, 208
card, example of data structure, 192-193, 412
classified, 412; see also Arrangement
Subject Index

of courses, automated, systems analysis, 80-83
dictionary, 197
online, 412
Cataloging, 64
CH (Choice), 404
Chain index, 315, 413
Chain of transactions in information transfer, 35, 40
Chaining subsearches, 358
Checklist descriptors, selection, 233-234
Checklist technique (Filtering technique) functions of hierarchy, 246
headings to facilitate, 285
of indexing, 53, 233-237, 244-246; see also Request-oriented indexing
of query formulation, 239
Child-rearing, information needs, 4, 14-16
Children, information system, 110-111, 410
Choice (CH), 404
Citation order, 200-201, 319
subject headings, 322
Class (notation, class number, representation, set of entities), 298-305
Class inclusion, hierarchical relationship, 282
Classification, 5, 251-323, 404; see also Index language; Thesaurus; Vocabulary core, 299, 323
extended, 299, 323
faceted, see Facet analysis; Faceted classification
philosophy, 247-249
universal, 323
Classificatory structure, 220
Classified catalog, 412; see also Arrangement
Clustering to form classes, 304
Code, semantic (index language with syntax), 414
Coding, 64-65
Coefficient of relevance, 354
Cognition, 11—16
Collection composition, effect on precision, 118
Collection coverage, 118
Collection of data, ISAR process, 153
Collection development, design and evaluation, 384
Collection of journals, needs assessment, 96-97
Collocation, see Arrangement
Combination of concepts, see Facet analysis
Combination of searching, 180, 186
organizing an index language for access, 312-313
Common sense, decision-making approach, 71
Communication, 12-16
Communication device
index language as c.d. from user to indexer, 248-249
Communication distance, 38-39
Communication format (Communication record), 145
Communications of the ACM, 404
Compactness, data schema (e.g., MARC format), 151
Comparative Systems Laboratory, Case Western Reserve University, results of ISAR experiments, 421
Comparison/match, ISAR process, 53, 58, 61
Completeness (of mental image, of substantive data, of set of documents), 114-115, 118
of indexing, 330
Composite term as distinct from compound concept, 257-258
Compound concept, 256-258
Computer use in ISAR, 6, 180; see also Automated; Data base management system; Data schemas and formats;
On-line
Computerized information systems in organizations, 400
Computing Reviews (CR), 404
Computing Surveys, 404
Concept, 251
compound, 256-258
elemental, 217, 257
general, recognition, 278-279
versus term, 217-218
Concept combination, see Facet analysis
Concept formation in thesaurus construction, 285-287, 415
Concept frequency, 218
Concept identifier, 217-218
Concept relationships, 251; see also Associative relationships; Cross-references; Hierarchical relationships
facet analysis for derivation, 280
use in interaction, 372-373
Conception of idea, system analysis phase, 80-81
Conceptual analysis, 278-281, 414-415; see also Facet analysis
Conceptual organization, see Conceptual structure
Conceptual query formulation, 351-358 interaction with source-specific q.f., 368
Conceptual schema, 58, 59-60, 137-144; see also Data schema
design and evaluation, 137-144, 379-380
Conceptual structure (conceptual organization) of the index language, 251-287, 414-415
problem-orientation as design principle, 396-397
Conciseness (of substantive data, of documents), 115, 118-119
Consistency of indexing, 246
Consolidation (of spelling variants, morphological variants, synonyms, quasi-synonyms), 217, 224
Constraints in systems analysis, 76
Construct ISAR system, step in testing and evaluation, 385-387
Construction
of facet scheme, 278
of index language, 217
of thesaurus, 217, 218
Content, intellectual, of data base, 138
Content-oriented definition of information, 17
Context, social-political-organizational, in information transfer, 38-39
Context-dependence of relevance, see Relevance
Control
of entity identifiers (through authority list or rules of form), 62, 137, 142-143, 213; see also Terminological control
in information transfer, 40, 38
terminological, see Terminological control vocabulary, see Terminological control
Controlled vocabulary (Terminological control in indexing), 216, 218, 221, 222-223
cost-benefit analysis 393-394
Conversion format, 146
Cooperation
functions of hierarchy, 247
specificity of descriptors, 243-244
Core classification, 299, 323
Core descriptor, 323
Cost
and amount of information per entry, 203-204
of data base building and maintenance, 203-206
and degree of order, 204
of indexing consideration in choosing an indexing approach, 244-245
effects of exhaustivity and specificity, 340-342
performance criterion, 75
of processing and storage, analysis of data structures, 173-194
of processing operations, design, conceptual schema, 139
of reading and understanding documents, 114-115
of searching, 203-206, 418
consideration in choosing an indexing approach, 246
cost-benefit analysis, 392-393
of storage, influence of storage medium, 203
trade-offs in data base design, 203-206
Cost-benefit analysis, 408; see also Resource allocation
as design principle, 392-394
of information transfer transaction, 38
Cost-effectiveness analysis, 408
Course catalog, automated, systems analysis, 80-83
Coverage of collection, 118
CR (Computing Reviews), 404
Cranfield ISAR experiment
methodological problems, 391-392
results, 421
Creating the data base, analysis of data structures, 173-194
Cross-references, 254-256, 262, 266; see also Concept relationships
Current status, auditing of, systems analysis function, 76-77

Data, 17
Subject Index

Data access, see Data structure
Data analysis process, design and evaluation, 380
Data base, (Entity store), 17, 58, 207; see also Information storage and retrieval system; Information system
definition and types, 207-209
intellectual (logical) content, 138
Data base building and maintenance
cost, 203-206
ISAR process, 153
Data base design, see Design and evaluation
Data base management system (DBMS), 6, 145, 403-404, 404, 405, 412-413
Data base organization, 290-291; see also Data structure
functions of hierarchy, 247, 262
role of index language, 240-244
index language structure, 289-323
problem discussed, 290-291
Data collection
ISAR process, 153
methods in systems analysis, 84-86, 408
Data element, 139, 147-148, 353
Data field, 148, 156
label, 150, 154-156
subfield, 148
Data format, see Format for data
Data formatting, ISAR process, 153
Data input
ISAR process, 153
menu-driven, 155-156
Data Resources Incorporated (DRI), 109
Data schema, 58, 137-163, 412-413; see also Conceptual schema; Format for data compactness, 151
design and evaluation criteria, 150—152
external, 145
Data structure (Data access, File structure), 56-57, 173-209, 412-413; see also Database organization; Descriptor(s), arrangement
cost-benefit analysis, 394
design and evaluation, 204-206, 380
exploration, 173-194
parameters, 195-196, 202; see also Amount of information per entry;
Degree of order
redundancy, 184
Data types, information needs study, 103-105

DBMS, see Data base management system
DDC, see Dewey Decimal Classification
Decision on selection of an alternative, 86-88
Decisionmaking approaches, 70-71
role of information 11, 15
Decision-making process and relevance, 129
Decision support system (DSS), 6, 403
further processing of data, 48
Definition of objectives, systems analysis function, 74-75
Degree of order, data structure parameter, 196, 199-203
cost, 204
and specificity of descriptors, 240-242
Delimiter in a data field, 147, 154-155,
156-157
Delineate the system, systems analysis function, 73
Demand for information, 98-99
Description of documents or other entities, 64; see also Representation
vs. grouping, 303-305
Descriptive cataloging, 64 *
Descriptive indexing, 64
Descriptor(s), 62, 221, 223-224; see also Arrangement of descriptors; Core descriptor; Elemental descriptor; Filing descriptor; Indexing descriptor; Precombined descriptor; Subject descriptor
designation, 317-322
identifier, 317-322
specificity and degree of order, 199-201
Descriptor-find index, 299, 310, 313-317,
323
and degree of precombination, 308
Descriptor-pair index, example of data structure, 186-187
Design and evaluation of information systems, 47, 93, 109, 379-397, 420-422;
see also Objectives, requirements;
Performance of conceptual schema, 21-23, 138-144,
150-152, 379-380
criteria
data schema, 150-152
search results, 114-125, 127-131
of data schema, 150-152
of data structure, file, 204-206
evaluation of operating ISAR system, 126-127
of performance, macro* and micro-
analysis with respect to specific
situation, 126-127
versus testing, 126-127, 411
impact on user achievement, 110-113
of index language, 227-231
degree of precombination, 307-308
entity orientation, disadvantages, 229
request orientation, 231
shelf arrangement, disadvantages,
227-228
indexing approach, 244-246
of indexing rules and procedures,
338-342
of input format, 155-157
innovative features, implications of objec-
tives, 129-131
ISAR system design, component of
testing and evaluation, 385-387
of output format, 157-158
of procedures, methods in systems
analysis, 408
request-oriented (problem-oriented), see
Request orientation
selection of ISAR system, 126
user study as basis, 21-23, 93-97,
138-139, 362, 409; see also Problem
orientation
weighting performance characteristics, 126
Design principles
cost-benefit analysis, 392-394
problem-orientation, 395-397
tested only through concrete implementa-
tion, 386
Design quality of products, user achieve-
ment measure, 110-113
Designation of descriptors (elemental or
precombined), 317-322
Detailed analysis, systems analysis phase, 83
Determine status and constraints, systems
analysis function, 75-77
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), 254,
302
Relative Index, 315
Dictionary catalog, 197
Direct file, 196
Directional data, 17
Directory, reference tool, 208
Directory, information, see Information
directory
Directory of needs, see Information
directory
Directory of record, see Record directory
Discrimination, ISAR performance measure,
118, 120-122
Display of index language, see Arrangement
Display, ISAR process, 153
Display format, 145
Distributed relatives, 315, 318, 320
Divide-and-conquer approach to problem-
solving, 41-44
Document description, see Description
Document representation, see
Representation
Document evaluation, criteria, 407
Document storage and retrieval, 18-19
Domain of an entity type, 30, 58, 137, 139,
142
Dominant solution, 87
Dominated solution, 87
Drexel Library Quarterly, 404
DRI, see Data Resources Incorporated
DSS, see Decision support system
Duplicate documents, screening, 118-119,
122,130
Dyadic relation (Binary relation, Pairwise
relation), 31, 206
in descriptor order, example of data
structure, 178-179
in document order, example of data
structure, 176-177
Dynamic ISAR system, 61

E *

Economy measures, ISAR operations,
52-56
Editing search results, 370
Education facets, 260
Education agent, index language as, 249
Effectiveness of information systems, 90-91
Efficiency of data schema, 152
Electronic components, failure reports, in-
formation needs, 4
Elemental concept, elemental descriptor,
217, 257
Empirical data, search for, supported by
entity-oriented indexing, 240
Employment service, 4
employment service, 4
conceptual schema, 141
information system design, 111
input format, 153-154
*Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science*, 399
End user, 371-372
Engineer, further processing of data for decision support, 48
Engineering knowledge for design and evaluation, 380-381
Entity, 21-32
domain (scope), 30, 58, 137, 139, 142
focal, 144, 152, 353
main, 139, 290
Entity identifier, 30, 58, 60, 137, 142-143
authorized, 62
of concept, 217-218, 317-322
control of, see Control, of entity identifiers
meaningful, 198
example of data structure, 194
output form, 158
of precombined descriptor, 319
Entity occurrence, 30
Entity representation, see Representation
Entity store, see Data base
Entity type, 23, 58, 60
Entity value, 30
Entity-oriented approach
design, conceptual schema, 141
in index language design, 229
in the indexing process, 229-230
Entity-oriented grouping, 303
Entity-oriented indexing, 227-230
supplementary, 236-238
Entomologist, information needs, 4
Enumerative scheme, prescribed precombined descriptors, 310
Environment of a system, 75-77
Environmental impact statement, 99
Equivalence structure, 219-220
Evaluation, see Design and evaluation
Evaluation of documents, criteria, 407
Examination, search mode, 182, 195
preceded by look-up, 182, 195, 300
time needed, 52, 225
Examining records, data collection in systems analysis, 85
Execution of search, 368-369, 420
Exhaustivity

of data schema, 150
of indexing, 327-342
cost-benefit analysis, 394
low, consideration in source-specific query formulation, 365
of output format, 157
Expansion of query terms, 214-215, 224
Experiments with ISAR systems, see Testing of ISAR systems
Expert systems (Knowledge-based systems), 6-7, 402-403, 405; see also Artificial intelligence
Expressiveness of data schema, 151
Extended classification, 299, 323
External data schema, 145
Extraction-and-translation method of indexing, disadvantages, 229-230

F

Facet analysis (Semantic factoring; Conceptual analysis), 256-261, 278-281, 414-415; see also Conceptual analysis
interaction with hierarchy, 261-272
in query formulation, 167, 354-355
Facet frame, 261, 308
use in query formulation, 354
testing and evaluation, 388
Faceted classification (Facet scheme; Facet structure), 319
collection, 278
design and evaluation, 380
freely introduced precombined descriptors, 309-310
general facets, 259
in specific subjects
education, 260
food products, 57, 259, 263-270, 355
international organizations, 287
transportation, 273
Factoring, semantic, see Facet analysis
Failure analysis, testing and evaluation, 390
Failure reports, electronic component, information needs, 4
Fallout, ISAR performance measure, 120
False drops, 307
Feedback in retrieval, 61; see also Interaction
Field, see Data field
Field label, see Data field, label
File, 206; see also Data structure
direct, 196
inverted, 197
partitioned, 202-203
searchability, 202-203
File of records arranged by number, example of data structure, 174-175
File parameter, see Data structure parameter
File type continuum, 202-203
Filing descriptor, 244
Filing rules, 55, 200-201, 413
user knowledge needed, 201
Filing system of an agency, 5
Filtering technique of indexing, see Checklist technique of indexing
Final receiver, 34-40
Fixed citation order, 319
Fixed field record, 147, 148-150
Fixed length data element, 148
Flexibility of data schema, 151
Focal entity, 144, 152, 353
Food product facets, 57, 259, 263-270, 355
Food safety, information needs, 4
Food source facet, polyhierarchy, 255
Form for indexing, 237
for search requests, 241, 345
for search request analysis, 104-105
Form-oriented definition of information, 17
Format for data, record (Record format, Record structure), 34, 58, 137-163, 412-413; see also Data Schema hierarchical, 206
Formatting data, ISAR process, 153
Formulation, query, see Query Formulation
Foundation Directory output format, 163
Frame, facet, see Facet frame
Frame of mind, initial form of search image, 344
Framework, mental, or user, basis for design, 248-249
Free citation order, 319
Free-text searching (Free-text vocabulary; Full-text searching: Natural language searching; Terminological control in searching; Uncontrolled vocabulary), 5, 213-215, 218, 221, 223-224, 366-367, 419
thesaurus as search aid, 213-215, 367
Frequency of concept, criterion in descriptor selection, 218
Full-text searching, see Free-text searching
Functional breakdown of a system, 50
Functions in systems analysis, 71-79
Further processing of information for decision support, 46-48
G
Game theory, 89
Gatekeeper, 33, 40, 97, 406
General concept, recognition, 278-279
General facets, 259
General format, searching for substantive data, 351-353
General references (search mode), 272-276
Generate possible solutions, systems analysis function, 77
Generic posting, 276
GIDEP (Government-Industry Information Exchange Program), 4
Global performance, 109, 113
weighted measure, 125-126
Government information needs, 10
Government information system, conceptual schema, 140-141
Government-Industry Information Exchange Program (GIDEP), 4
Graphical representation of information further processing of data for decision support, 48
output format, 158
Graphics information systems, 401
Group of data element in a record, 148
Group of entities, representation, 293
Group decision making, 71, 74
Grouping closely related concepts, 219-220
Grouping, see Arrangement
H
Handbook as an information system, 5
Heading for the arrangement of descriptors, 285
Help systems for searching, 420
Hierarchical record structure, 206
Hierarchical relationships, hierarchy, 216, 252-256, 281-285; see also Broader
Term; Concept relationships;
Monohierarchy; Narrower Term;
Polyhierarchy
arrangement (collocation) of entities, 253,
256, 2/2
vs. associative relationships, 281-282
data base organization, 247, 262
design and evaluation, 380
display through linear sequence, see Arr-
rangement, descriptors
functions, 246-247, 252
interaction with concept combination,
261-272
applied to searching, 272-277
lacking, consideration in source-specific
query formulation, 365
types defined by form
produced by autonomous subdivision,
264, 270
produced by combination, 270
produced by substitution, 264, 270
types defined by meaning, 282-283
Hierarchy building, 253-254
introducing new broad concept, 284
Hierarchy test, 252
Homonyms, 216, 218
Hospitality, of data schema, 151
Human-system interface, see also Interac-
tion in searching
importance of record format, 146
Identifier, see Entity identifier
Identifying needs, see Need(s), identifying
Image, mental, see Mental image
Impact of an information system, 90-91,
98-100, 409
of answer, 114-115
Importance weighting of requests, 131-132
In-house bibliographic data base, systems
analysis, 80-82
Inclusive searching, search mode, 272-276
design and evaluation, 381
functions of hierarchy, 247
lacking, source-specific query formula-
tion, 365
specificity of indexing, misconceptions,
336-337
testing and evaluation, 388
Independent symbol as descriptor identifier,
319
Index, index file, 56, 196, 207
articulated, 413
chain, 315, 413
descriptor pairs, example of data struc-
ture, 186-187
descriptor-find, see Descriptor-find index
giving document number only, example
of data structure, 180-181
giving number and subject descriptor, ex-
ample of data structure, 189
giving number and year, example of data
structure, 188
KWIC (Key-Word-In-Context), 190-191,
413
with main Hie, example of data structure,
185, 196-198
relative» 315
yellow pages, design, 111
Index language, 58, 60, 142, 221, 223,
227-231, 404, 413-415; see also
Classification; Thesaurus; Vocabulary
access, 312-322
communication device from user to
indexer, 249-248
collection, 217
test and evaluation, 386-387
role in indexing, 239-240
role in searching, 239-240
structure, 56-57, 251-257, 414-415
unified, for several systems, 322
Index term consolidation, 224
Indexer as user’s agent, 248
Indexing (Analysis of entities), 53-54,
63-64, 327-342, 417-418; see also
Representation
automated, see Automated indexing
checklist technique, see Checklist technique, of indexing
completeness, 330
consistency, 246
cost, see Cost, of indexing
design and evaluation, 380
of documents
by level of treatment, 129-130
by quality, 130
entity-oriented, see Entity-oriented indexing
errors in specific indexing, 336
exhaustivity, see Exhaustivity, of indexing
extraction-and-translation method of indexing, disadvantages, 229-230
filtering technique, see Checklist technique, of indexing
functions of hierarchy, 246-247, 252
machine-assisted, 417
optimizing in descriptor selection, 341
philosophy, 247-249
use of precombined descriptors, 310-311
problem-oriented, see Request-oriented indexing
procedures, design, 338-342
quality, choosing an indexing approach, 245-246
relevance judgment in the indexing process, 232
request-oriented, see Request-oriented indexing
role of index language, 227-238
rules for, design, 338-342
satisficing in descriptor selection, 341
specificity, see Specificity, of indexing
by stepwise refinement, 234-236
and system performance, 327-328
terminological control, see Controlled vocabulary
testing and evaluation, 387
weights, 336
Indexing approach, selection through cost-benefit analysis, 244-246
Indexing descriptor, 244
Inference from pieces found in subsearches, 356-357
Information
impact, 409
nature and use, 9-20, 405-406
structure, 21-32, 406
utilization, assistance to user, see Professional responsibility
Information and referral center, 5
conceptual schema, 141
Information collection in systems analysis, 84-86
Information directory, 49, 93-94
use in query statement development, 348
Information needs, see Need(s)
Information Processing and Management (IP), 405
Information professional, see Professional responsibility
Information retrieval, see Information storage and retrieval
Information service type, 18-20
Information storage and retrieval (ISAR), ISAR system, 57-61, 401; see also Data base; Information system
automated, 402, 415-416
construction, as part of testing and evaluation, 385-387
design, see Design and evaluation as part of testing and evaluation, 385-387
experiments and tests, see Testing of ISAR systems input, 57-58
introduction, 3-8
operation, as part of testing and evaluation, 387-389
operations, economy measures, 52-56
output, 57-58
problem discussed, 50-57, 225-227
processes, 153
technology, 6
Information system, 3-5, 15, 41-65 (esp. 41-50), 400, 407; see also Data base; Information storage and retrieval system
active, 44-45
benefits, 90-91
broad definition, 20
for children, design, 110-111, 410
effectiveness, 90-91
employment service, design, 111
functions, 42-50
for graphics and text, 401
impact, 90-91
isolation from other factors, 112
Subject Index

by information service type, 18-20
inputs and outputs, 42
monitoring, 93
office, 401, 404
in organizations, 400
for problem solving, 3-8
research and development laboratory,
design, 111-112
scope, determination for design and
evaluation, 382-383
for technical reports, design, 111
Information transfer, 3-65 (esp. 14-16,
33-40), 406
Initiation, systems analysis phase, 81-83
Inner city, unemployment, information
needs, 4
Innovative features in the design of ISAR
systems, implications of objectives,
127-131
Input format, input record, 144-145,
152-157
bibliographic data, 154-155
design, 155-157
employment service, 153-154
variable field, 154-155
Input of data, ISAR process, 57-58, 153
Input processing in ISAR, 152-155
Input record, see Input format
Inputs and outputs, information system, 42
Install the system
systems analysis function, 79
systems analysis phase, 84
Intellectual access to documents, 19
Intellectual organization of information, 5
Intelligence, artificial, see Artificial
intelligence
Intelligent terminal, microcomputer, 130
Intended exhaustivity of indexing, 328
Intended specificity of indexing, 331
Intended use of search results, search re­
quirements, in reference interview, 350
Interaction in searching, 61, 131, 245-246,
371-376; see also Adaptation of search
strategy; Browsing; Feedback; Human-
system interface
Interface, human-system, see Human-
system interface
Intermediary searcher, 371-372
Intermediate receiver, 34-40
Intermediate source, 34-40
Internal format, internal record, see Storage
format
International organizations, faceted
classification, 287
International Standard Book Number
(ISBN), 19, 140, 142
International Standard Serial Number
(“ISSN”), 158
Interpretation of message, 12-14
Interviewing, see also Reference interview
data collection in systems analysis, 85
methods, 419
of user, approach to studying needs, 102,
104-107
Intrinsic conciseness (of documents, of
substantive data), 119
Intuition, approach to decision making, 71
Inventions information system, 5
Inverted file, 197
Investment, return on, 392
IP (Information Processing and Manage­
ment), 405
ISAR, see Information Storage And
Retrieval
ISBN (International Standard Book
Number), 19, 140, 142
Isolation of information system effects on
user achievement, 112
ISSN (International Standard Serial
Number), 158

J

J. Doc. (Journal of Documentation), 405
JA (Journal of the American Society of In­
formation Science), 405
JASIS (Journal of the American Society of
Information Science), 158, 405
JD (Journal of Documentation), 405
Joint problem-solving, user with informa­
tion professional, see Professional
responsibility
Journal collection, needs assessment, 96-97
Journal of the American Society of Informa­
tion Science (JA, JASIS), 405
Journal of Documentation (JD, J. Doc.), 405
Journals in information studies, 404-405
Judgment, see also Relevance judgment
in query formulation, as a problem in
testing and evaluation, 388-389
Subject Index

in request-oriented indexing, as a problem in testing and evaluation, 387

K

Key
primary, 176, 196
search, 200
secondary, 196

sortkey as element of order, 199-201
Key-Word-In-Context index, see KWIC index
Knowledge, 17-18; see also Mental image
user knowledge of filing rules, 201
Knowledge map, index language, 249
Knowledge-based approaches to automated ISAR, 415
Knowledge-based systems, see Expert systems
Known-item request, tip of iceberg, in reference interview, 349
KWIC (Key-Word-In-Context) index, 190-191, 413

... L

Label, data field, 150, 154-155, 156
Language, natural, see Free-text searching
Language analysis in automated ISAR, 415
Layers of a search, 359-360
LCC, see Library of Congress Classification
LCSH, see Library of Congress Subject Headings
Lead-in term, 62, 222-223
Lead-in vocabulary, 58, 60, 62, 142, 222-223
importance in postcombination systems, 308
Legal data base, 5
Legal research service (LEXIS), 109
Level of treatment, aspect in indexing of documents, 129-130
LEXIS (Legal Research Service), 109
Libraries, 5; see also Public libraries; Special libraries
systems analysis in, 407
Library Journal (U), 405
Library of Congress Classification (LCC), descriptor-find index, 313-315
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), 143
Library Quarterly (LQ), 405
Life cycle of a system, 79-86
Limited precombination, 299-302
Linear sequence, see Arrangement, of descriptors
Links, 307
U (Library Journal), 405
Local performance, 110, 113, 114-125
Logical operators (AND, OR, NOT), 165-171
Long-duration message, 34
Look-up, search mode, 182, 195-196
followed by examination, 182, 195, 300
Low exhaustivity of indexing, consideration in source-specific query formulation, 365
LQ (Library Quarterly), 405

M

Machine-assisted indexing, 417
MACHINE-READABLE CATALOG, see MARC
Macroanalysis, performance of ISAR system, 389-390
Main entity, 139, 290
Main file of entities, 198
with index files, example of data structure, 185, 196-198
Maintenance of data base
analysis of data structures, 173-194
ISAR process, 153
and evaluation, 109
systems analysis function, 79
systems analysis phase, 84
Management information system, 5
Manipulative power of search mechanism, data structure parameter, 195-196
MARC (MACHINE-READABLE CATALOG) format, 146, 151, 156-157, 161
Marketing of information services, 49-50, 407
Meaningful identifiers, 194, 198
Measures of system performance, see Objectives, requirements
Mechanical devices in the ISAR system and degree of precombination, 307
MEDICAL LITERATURE ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM, see MEDLARS
Medium for information transfer, 38
MEDLARS (MEDical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System), results of ISAR experiments, 421
MEDLARS on-LINE, see MEDLINE
MEDLINE (MEDLARS on-LINE), output format, 162
Mental framework of user as basis for design, 248-249
Mental image (Mental map), 9-18; see also Knowledge; Previous mental image; User, background of the searcher, concerning the search, 344
of the user (previous, updated), 11-13, 114-115
Menu-driven data input, 155-156
Message, 12-17, 34
auxiliary, 36
Message distribution system, 5
Message switching, 15
Microanalysis in testing and evaluation, need for, 390
Microcomputer as intelligent terminal, 130
Microcomputer programs for public use, public library, anticipated queries, 54
Mini data base (Search results), 62, 351
Missing descriptors, identification through studying needs, 103
Models, methods in systems analysis, 408
Monitoring information systems, 93
search process, 110, 376-377
Monohierarchy, 235, 253
Morphological variants, consolidation, 217
Motivation in an information transaction, 37-38
Multiple data base searching, screening out duplicate documents, 130
Multiword term as distinct from compound concept, 257-258
Mutually exclusive classes, 304

N

Narrower Term (NT), 253; see also Hierarchical relationships, hierarchy
Natural language searching, see Free-text searching
Natural language understanding, 7
Need(s), information need(s), 14-16, 93-107, 405; see also Objectives, requirements-
Query; User acquisition, 43-49
design based on, 94-97, 382; see also Problem orientation of conceptual schema, 21-23, 138-139
identifying in general, 46-49
of specific users, 44-45
and problems, see Problem orientation in the determination of needs query as expression of, 45, 346-350
recognition of specific need, in developing the query statement, 44-45, 346-350
study, 75-77, 93-107, 382-384, 408-409
unencumbered assessment, 100
Needs directory, see Information directory
NEPHIS (Nested Phrase Indexing System), 413
Nested Phrase Indexing System (NEPHIS), 413
Network, information transfer, 33-40, 406
Network, semantic, 406
Newspaper clipping file, descriptor-find index, 316-317
Node in the information transfer network, 34, 37-38
Non-bibliographic data, output format, 163-164
Nonbibliographic data base; 208-209
Nonpreferred term, 222-224
NOT, logical operator, pitfalls, 170-171
Notation of descriptor or class (class number), 221, 298-299
Novelty of documents or substantive data to user, 118-119
NT, see Narrower Term
Number of descriptors in the index language and degree of precombination, 308
Number of descriptors per entity and degree of precombination, 307
Numeric data, output format, 163
Numeric data base, 208-209
Numeric taxonomy, 304

O

Objectives, requirements, performance measures, 71, 74-75, 109-133, 389-390, 410-411 • acrih catalog T '?' 
Subject Index

- Overall answer quality, weighted measure, 123-125
- Overall objectives, 74
- Overlap among classes, 304-305
  and degree of precombination, 305

P

- Pairwise relation, see Dyadic relation
- Parent information needs, 4, 14-16
- Part-whole, hierarchical relationship, 283
- Partitioned file, 202-203
- Passive stance of librarian, hindrance in achieving best performance, 131-132
- Patent examiner, search requirements, 124
- Peek-a-boo cards, combination searching, 180
- Performance, see also Design and evaluation; Objectives, requirements
  criterion in systems analysis, 75
  effect of ISAR components on see the component (e.g., Indexing; Search)
  vs. impact, 90-91
- prediction, 110, 127
- Personnel selection and training, part of system design, 109
- Pertinence, 128; see also Relevance; User, background, appropriateness
- Perusal time, 52, 225
- Phases in systems analysis, 79-86
- Philosophy of indexing and classification, 247-249
- Physical access to entities, incl. documents, 19, 34, 45
  speed, 115
- Plan of action, 11, 15
- Pointer data, 17
- Policy, performance criterion, 75
- Policy constraint, 76
- Political process, decision making approach, 70-71
- Polyhierarchy, 235-236, 253-255
-Pooling requests, design of data structure, 205
- Possible use, hierarchical relationship, 283
- Post-search relevance judgments, testing and evaluation, 389
- Postcombination, 257, 291-295, 305-311
  and search mechanism, 180, 307
  system, 291-295

- Operation of ISAR systems
  implications of objectives, 131-132
  as part of testing and evaluation, 387-389
- Operations research, 88-89, 408
- Operators (Boolean/logical/set, i.e., AND, OR, NOT), 165-171
- Optimizing, selection method, 78
  applied to indexing, 341
- OR, logical operator, 166-168
- Order, 199-201, 413
- citation, 200-201
- degree, 199-203
- data structure parameters, 196, 202
- Organization for access, index language, 312-322
- Organizational breakdown of a system, 50
- Original source, 34-40

- Output
  assembling data for, 195
  ISAR system function, 57-58
  Output format, output record, 144-145,
  157-164
- Observation, 11, 13
  data collection in systems analysis, 85
- Occurrence of an entity, 30
- OCLC (Online Computer Library Center), 137, 145
  record format, 146, 161
  workflow for data input, 155-156
- Office automation, office information systems, 401, 404
- On-Line Review, 405
- Online, 405
- Online catalog, 412
- Online data collection on requests, 103-104
- Online searching, 401-402, 405; see also Searching
- Online Computer Library Center, see OCLC

- Operate the system
  systems analysis function, 79
  systems analysis phase, 84
- Operating ISAR system, evaluation, see Testing
- Operation of ISAR systems
  implications of objectives, 131-132
  as part of testing and evaluation, 387-389
- Operations research, 88-89, 408
- Operators (Boolean/logical/set, i.e., AND, OR, NOT), 165-171
- Optimizing, selection method, 78
  applied to indexing, 341
- OR, logical operator, 166-168
- Order, 199-201, 413
- citation, 200-201
- degree, 199-203
- data structure parameters, 196, 202
- Organization for access, index language, 312-322
- Organizational breakdown of a system, 50
- Original source, 34-40

- Output
  assembling data for, 195
  ISAR system function, 57-58
  Output format, output record, 144-145,
Postcoordination, see Postcombination
Postsearch actions, 110
PRECIS (Preserved Context Index System), 323, 413
Precision, ISAR performance measure, 118, 121
effect of collection composition, 118
Precombination, 257, 291-311
and degree of overlap among classes, 305
and search mechanism, 322-323
Precombined descriptors, 257, 298-299
arrangement, 320-322
designation, 319
facet analysis for deriving relationships, 280
and grouping of entities, 291-299
identifiers, 319
part of extended classification, 323
selection, 308-310
use in indexing and searching, 310-311, 363-364
Precoordination, see Precombination
Preferences of user, insufficient basis for system design, 96-97
Preferred term, 218, 222-224
Presearch relevance judgments, testing and evaluation, 384-385
Preserved Context Index System (PRECIS), 323, 413
Prethinking, scientific, 248
Previous mental image (Background knowledge), 11, 12-14; see also User, background
Primary index, 196-207
Primary key, 176, 196
Primary query formulation (for substantive data), 359
Primary search (for substantive data), 359
Printed index, combination searching, 180, 186
Priority assessment, study of needs, 97-98
Probabilistic approaches to automated ISAR, esp. automated indexing, 415-416
Problem analysis, see Problem orientation, in the determination of needs
Problem of user, component of search image, 344
Problem orientation, see also Design and evaluation, user study as basis; Professional responsibility; Request orientation; User orientation as design principle, 395-397
in the determination of needs, 3-4, 11, 93-107 (esp. 100-103), 408-409
Problem requests, identification in request analysis, 103
Problem solving, joint, see Professional responsibility
Problem solving, purpose of information systems, 3-8, 405
Problem-oriented indexing, see Request-oriented indexing
Procedure-oriented systems analysis, 89-90, 408
Processes, ISAR, 153
Processing of data/information for decision support, 46-48
Processing of input, 152-153
Processing and storage cost, analysis of data structures, 173-194
Professional responsibility of information specialist, see also Problem orientation active recognition of needs, 44-45, 99, 346
assistance to the user with relevance judgments and utilization of information, 132-133
problem-orientation as design principle, 396
joint problem solving with user in the reference interview, 44-45, 349
in the study of needs, 94, 98, 106
Profit as measure of user achievement, 110-113
Public library, 4, 54
Public relations, 49-50, 407
Purpose, see Objectives
Purpose of search, component of search image, 344
consideration in query statement development, 348
Q
Quality control, 79; see also Testing of ISAR systems
Quality of documents, aspect for indexing, 130
Quasi-synonyms, 219-220
consolidation, 217
Query, 45, 63; see also Need(s)
anticipated queries, see Request orientation; Request-oriented indexing
batched queries, 225-226
Query formulation, 56-58, 63, 350-368
Boolean, 165-171
checklist technique, 239
functions of hierarchy, choosing an approach to indexing, 246-247
hierarchy and concept combination, 266
isolating effect on retrieval, 127-128
judgment needed/problem in testing and evaluation, 388-389
output format, part of, 157
Query language, 58, 59, 60
Query statement, 43-47, 58, 63
development, recognition of specific need, 44-45, 347-350
Query store, 58
Query term, expansion, 214-215, 224

R
Ranking search output by relevance, 354
Rational approach to decision making, 71
Raw data, 17
Reading and understanding documents, working time and cost, 114-115
Real-life requests, collection for design and evaluation, 383
Recall, ISAR performance measure, 118, 120-122
Recall and discrimination
inverse relationship for one search, 121-122
inverse relationship, erroneous universal postulate, 122
Recall base, determination for testing and evaluation, 385
Receiver (final or intermediate), 34-40
Receiver-initiated transaction in information transfer, 38-39
Reciprocal cross-reference, 266
Recognition of need
active function of information system, 44-45, 99, 346
general need, 98-100
need of specific user, 346-350
Record, see Format for data
Record directory, 150
Record format, see Format for data
Record segment, 148
Record structure, see Format for data
Reduction of a set of terms, stepwise, 215
Redundancy, data structure, 184
Reference service results of ISAR test, 422
Reference interview, 45, 349-350, 419; see also Interviewing
consideration of inference searching, 357
Reference storage and retrieval, 19
Reference tools
acquisition, 109
analysis, 32
creative use, 32
selecting and sequencing for a search, 359-362
Regulation, need for image, 9-10
Related concepts, grouping, 219-220
Related Term (RT), see Associative relationships
Relation (table), 25, 27-29, 31
dyadic (binary, pair-wise), see Dyadic relation
higher order, 31
Relationships, relationship types, 21-32, 60, 139
between concepts, see Concept relationships
general rules for the indexer, 58, 143-144
use in interaction, esp. browsing, 372-373
Relative Index, Dewey Decimal Classification, 315; see also Articulated index
Relatives, distributed, 315, 318, 320
Relator, 222, 307
Relevance, 127-129, 411
and appropriateness of document, 128
context-dependence, 357
problem-orientation as design principle, 395-396
and decision-making process, 129
ranking search output by, 354
topical, 118, 128
Relevance coefficient, 354
Relevance judgment, 51-52, 127-129, 411
assistance to user in recognizing relevance, see Professional responsibility
in the indexing process, 232
post-search, in testing and evaluation, 389
pre-search, in testing and evaluation, 384-385
by user, problem in testing and evalua-
tion, 128-129
Reliability of data schema, 152
Reorganization of the data base and
specificity of descriptors, 244
Repackaging substantive data, 133
Repeating data element, 148
Repetitive documents, screening out, 119,
122, 130-131
Representation, 63-64; see also Description;
Indexing
of class, 298-299
of document, 64
of entity, 52-54, 63-64, 225
of group, 293
Representation of conceptual structure,
necessity of polyhierarchy, 254
Requests), search request(s), 62
for abstract concepts, requires request-
oriented indexing, 240
as auxiliary message, 36
for empirical data, supported by entity-
oriented indexing, 240
pooling, design of data structure, 205
real-life, collection for testing and evalua-
tion, 383-384
submission by user, 346-347
Request analysis, approach to studying
needs, 101-105
Request form, 241, 345
use in forming an image of the search,
344
Request orientation (Anticipated queries),
225-226; see also Problem orientation
bias toward user requirements, 232-233
design of conceptual schema, 21-23, 141
design of index language, 231-236,
247-249
design of ISAR system, 50-56, 395-397
Request-oriented abstracting, 236
Request-oriented grouping, 303
Request-oriented indexing (Anticipated
queries; Problem-oriented indexing),
see also Checklist technique, of
indexing
compensating for lack, 240
cost-benefit analysis, 393
judgment required, problem in testing
and evaluation, 387
rationale, 247-249
Required data element, 148
Requirements, specific objectives, see Objec-
tives, requirements
Research and development laboratory infor-
mation system, design, 111-112
Research allocation, see also Cost-benefit
analysis
to requests to maximize overall perfor-
mance, 131-132
Resource-oriented systems analysis, 89-90
Response speed, consideration in design of
data structure, 205
Retrieval, see Search
Retrieval mechanism (Search mechanism),
55-56, 61, 226; see also Computer;
Peek-a-boo cards; Printed index, Shelf
arrangement
manipulative power, data structure
parameter, 195-196
and precombination, 322-323
Retrieval performance, see Performance
Retrospective search request, 62
Return on investment, 392
Review of search results, 369-370
Revision of search results, 369-370
Risk, performance criterion, 7:5
Role, role indicator, 30, 221-222, 307
RT (Related Term), see Associative
relationships
S
Salton’s Magical Automatic Retriever of
Text (SMART), 416
Satisficing, selection method, 78
applied to indexing, 341
Schema, see Conceptual schema; Data
schema
School superintendent, further processing
of data for decision support, 48
Scientific prethinking, 248
Scope of an entity type, see Domain
Scope of information system, determination
for design and evaluation, 382-383
SDC (Systems Development Corporation),
109
SDI, see Selective Dissemination of
Information
Search, searching, retrieval, 343-377,
418-420
amount, consideration in design of data
structure, 204-205
application of hierarchy and concept combination, 272-277
behavior, analysis, approach to studying needs, 103-105
cost, see Cost, of searching free-text, see Free-text searching functions of hierarchy, 247
in grouped file, 291-303 inclusive, 272-277 testing and evaluation, 388 interaction, see Interaction in searching monitoring, 110 online, 401-402 quality, see Search requirements quality control, 420 secondary (for a source of information), 359-362 speed, 115 terminological control in searching, see Free-text searching as part of testing and evaluation, 389 use of data structure through look-up, 178, 195-196 use of precombined descriptors, 310-311 Search aid, 420 thesaurus for terminological control in free-text searching, 213-215, 367 Search key, 200 Search mechanism, see Retrieval mechanism Search mode (inclusive and general references), 272 Search mode (look-up and examination), 182, 195-196 Search process, search operations, 52 component of search image, 344 design, 380 functions, 343 monitoring, 376-377 Search request, see Request Search requirements, answer quality, 114-125, 127-131, 369; see also Objectives, requirements consideration in the design of the data structure, 205-206 consideration in choosing an indexing approach, 246 determination in the reference interview, 350 of patent examiner, 124 of student, 124 Search results assessing search appraisal, 376-377 editing, 370 mini data base, 62, 351 quality, see Answer quality review, 369-370 revision, 369-370 sections, 355 Search sequence, sources, 359-362 Search services, subscription, 109 Search strategy, 343-346, 350-368 adaptation to individual request, 131; see also Interaction based on performance prediction, 109-110 Searchability of data base or file, analysis of data structures, 173-194, 202-203 Searching, see Search, searching, retrieval Searching line, ISAR system, 58, 60-61 Searching the whole, unorganized collection, 51-52 Secondary index, 196, 207 Secondary key, 196 Secondary query formulation (for a source of information), 359-362 Sectioning the answer, 355 Segment of a record, 148 Select solution, systems analysis function, 77-78 applied to indexing, 341 applied to ISAR system design, 126 decision making, 86-88; see also Optimizing; Satisficing; Weighting Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI), 62-63, 407 Selection method, see Select solution Selection, see also Acquisition; Collection development of sources for a search, 359-362 Semantic code (index language with syntax), 414 Semantic factoring, see Facet analysis Semantic networks, 406 Sequence of data elements, output format, 157-158 Sequential scanning, 55 Series of information transactions, 35 Service mix (service profile) of an information center, 19, 86 Set operators (AND, OR, NOT), 165-171 Shared subject indexing, functions of hierarchy, 247 Shelf arrangement as retrieval mechanism, see Arrangement, of entities Short duration message, 34
Simplified format, searching for substantive data, 353-354
Simulation, methods in systems analysis, 408
SL (Special Libraries), 405
Slide rule company, further processing of data for decision support, 48
Smallest subset of documents to cover substantive data needed as objective of bibliographic ISAR system, 20
problem-orientation as design principle, 395
SMART (Salton's Magical Automatic Retriever of Text), 416
Social-political-organizational contact, importance in information transfer, 38-39
Solution (dominant, dominated), 87
Sortkey as element of order, 199-201
Sound, output format, 158
Source (intermediate, original), 34-40
Source-initiated information transaction, 38-39
Source-receiver relationship in information transfer, 38-39
Source-specific query formulation, 362-366 interaction with conceptual q.f. 368
Sources (selection, search sequence), 359-362
Special libraries, 400, 405
Special Libraries (SL), 405
Special library, anticipated queries, 54
Specific indexing and more general filing, functions of hierarchy, 247
Specificity
of data schema, 151
of descriptors and amount of information per entry, 242
and arrangement (collocation, grouping) of entities, 242-243
and cooperation, 243-244
and degree of order, 199-201, 240-242
effects on retrieval performance, 336-338
and reorganization of the data base, 244
of indexing, 327-342
cost-benefit analysis, 394
of output format, 158
Speed of response of retrieval or physical access
timeliness, 115
consideration in design of data structure, 205
Spelling variants, consolidation, 217
State-of-the-art report, preparation, anticipated queries, 54
Statement, atomic element of data base, 30-32
Statement of need, see Query statement
Static ISAR system, 61
Statistical analysis, function of hierarchy, 247
Statistical analysis of test results, need for, 390
Stepwise reduction of a set of terms, 215
Stepwise refinement, 41-44
in the indexing process, 234-236
Storage cost, influence of storage medium, 203
Storage (internal) format, storage record, 145
Storage line, ISAR system, 58, 61
Storage medium, influence of storage cost, 203
Store of queries, 58
Store of entities, see Data base
Strategy of search, see Search strategy
Structure
classificatory, 220
of data or a file, 173-209, 412-413
use in retrieval by look-up, 178, 195-196
equivalence, 219-220
of classification or index language, 251-287, 404, 413-415
and data base organization, 289-323
preview, 56-57
of information, 21-32, 406
of information systems, 41-65 (esp. 41-50), 407
of ISAR system, 57-61
of mental image, 115
of record, see Format for data
synonym-homonym, 217-218
of thesaurus, 213-224, 251-287, 404, 413-415
Student, search requirements, 124
Study of user needs, see Need(s)
Subfacets, 280
Subject field, 148
Subject cataloging, 64
Subject descriptor, 54, 56-57, 60, 62,
Subject Index

142-143, 221
Subject expertise, effects on exhaustivity of indexing, 339
Subject headings, citation order, 322
Subject identifier, 60
Subject indexing, 64
Subject knowledge, component of search image, 344
use in query statement development, 348
Subject requests in archives, 101-102, 372-373
Subject retrieval, 251
Submission of search request by user, 346-347
Subscription to search services, 109
Subsearches
chaining of, 358
to find pieces for inference, 356-357
Substantive data
answer quality measures, 114-119
repackaging, tailor-made packages, 19, 133
searching for (Primary search), 351-354, 359
Substantive data base, 208-209
Substitution, hierarchical relationship, 264, 270
Supplementary entity-oriented indexing, 236-238
Survey
data collection in systems analysis, 85
of users, needs study, 104-107
Symbol string, 16
Synonym(s), 213-218
Synonym-homonym structure, 217-218
Syntactic approaches to automated indexing, 418
Syntol (index language syntax system), 414
System boundaries, 73
System environment, 75-77
System life cycle, 79-86
System operation and maintenance, systems analysis phase, 84
System performance, see Performance
System rules, 58; see also Conceptual schema
Systems analysis, 69-91, 407-408
Systems approach, 407
to information transfer, 3-65
Systems Development Corporation (SDC), 109

T
Tkble, see Relation
Tkilor-made output format, 157-158
Tkilor-made packages of substantive data, 19
Tlxonomy, numeric, 304
Technological reports, information system, design, 111
Technologies for ISAR, 6
Telephone bill, output format, 164
Term
vs. concept, 217-218
frequency, 218
lead-in, 222-223
nonpreferred, 222-224
preferred, 218, 222-224
usage history, 238
Terminological control, 213-214; see also
Control, of entity identifiers;
Thesaurus
in indexing, see Controlled vocabulary
in searching, see Free-text searching (Uncontrolled vocabulary)
Test system rules and specifications, systems analysis
function, 78-79
Testing of ISAR systems, ISAR experiments, 379-397, 420-422
vs. evaluation, 126-127, 411
methodological problems, 391-392
methods, 420-421
of an operating ISAR system through request analysis, 102
for quality control, 392, 420
results, 421-422
basis for performance prediction, 110
statistical analysis, need for, 390
use for design, limitations, 390-392
Textbooks and readers in information studies, 399-404
Theory of games, 89
Thesaurus, 58, 60, 62, 143, 213-224, esp. 222-224; see also Index language;
Classification; Terminological control;
Vocabulary construction, 217-218
concept formation, 285-287, 415
search aid for free-text searching, 213-215, 367
Time constraint, 76
Subject Index

Timeliness, see Speed
Timing, performance criterion, 75
Topic inclusion, hierarchical relationship, 282
Topical relevance, 118, 128
Tradition, decision making approach, 70
Draining of personnel, part of system design, 109
Thuisactions in information transfer, 33-40
translations, make user aware in reference interview, 349
Transportation, faceted classification, 273
tuple, 32
Typography, output format, 158

U
Uncontrolled, vocabulary, see Free-text searching
Unemployment, inner city, information needs, 4
Unified index language for several systems, 322-323
Uniqueness of substantive data, 119
Universal classification, 323
University administrator, further processing of data for decision support, 48
University data base, 21-29
anticipated queries, 54
Updated mental image, 11-13, 114-115
Usage history of term, 238
Use of information, 98-100
User, see also End user; Need(s)
abilities, determination for design and evaluation, 382-384
achievement, 112-113
assistance to in making relevance judgments, see Professional responsibility
background, appropriateness to, see also Previous mental image
aspect of answer quality, 115, 118, 122
consideration in query statement development, 348
and relevance, 128
retrieval criterion, 129-130
background, as component of search image, 344
background, determination in needs study, 94
and information professional, study of
needs, see Professional responsibility
interview, approach to studying needs, 102, 104-107
knowledge of filing rules, 201
mental image of, 114-115
needs, see Need(s)
preferences, 96-97
problems, see Need(s)
relevance judgment, see Relevance judgments
requirements, see Need(s)
User needs, see Need(s)
User orientation, 133, 225; see also Problem orientation; Request orientation; Professional responsibility
in design, 50-56, 93
User satisfaction, 98-100
User studies, see Need(s)
User's vocabulary, 248
User's agent, indexer as, 225, 248
User's time, value, search requirements, 350
Utilization of information, assistance to user, see Professional responsibility

V
Value of user's time, search requirements, 350
Variable field record, variable field format, 147, 148-150, 154-155
Variable length data element, 148
Venn diagram, 166, 273
Vocabulary, see also Classification; Controlled vocabulary: Free-text searching (Uncontrolled vocabulary); Index language; Lead-in vocabulary;
Thesaurus
author's, 238, 248
user's, 248
Vocabulary control, see Terminological control

W
Want, information, 98-100
Weighting, see also Select solution
answer quality criteria in measure of overall answer quality, 123-125
importance of requests in measure of global performance, 125-126, 131-132
performance characteristics in the evaluation of an information system, 126-127
Weights in indexing, 336
Whole-part, hierarchical relationship, 283
Workform for data input (e.g., OCLC), 155-156

Working time for updating mental image through reading and understanding documents, 115

Yellow pages index, design, 111